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Kirke Narrows, located in the XII Region of Magallanes and Chilean Antarctica, is 
one of the most complex navigation areas of the southern channels

The difficulty of  its navigation lies in:

   Tidal currents that normally reach 8 to 10 knots in intensity. Coupled with the fact that both the tides, the 
slack tide and the tidal currents are very irregular.

   Strong prevailing winds in the area.

   Adverse weather conditions (snow, rain, low temperatures ...)

   The bathymetry of  the crossing with the so-called Restinga point (rock mass that restricts the passage through 
the place) thus making navigation difficult, leaving only 50 meters of  navigable width.
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Narrows bathymetry

All this reduces the manoeuvrability in the place, therefore large ships must navigate with a regional pilot, besides being 
prohibited the night navigation. The sailing directions of  Angostura del Kirke stipulates that “if  visibility conditions 
permit, Angostura del Kirke may be navigated during slack tide periods in the sector of  its narrowing, even with civil 
twilight and by vessels of  up to 150 meters in length, 23 meters in beam and 6.3 meters in draft” and “any vessel 
navigating this route must do so with canal pilots or an authorized captain”.

Such is the confluence of  adverse atmospheric geographic factors in the Angostura del Kirke that in the last 10 
years this crossing has been the scene of  approximately 11 major accidents (the Amadeo I ferry, the Crux 
Australis ferry or the Le Soleil cruise ship, among others).

Therefore, given the risk that these particularities implied for navigation, a dredging with the blasting of  rocks 
was considered in order to expand the navigable width. However, a series of  administrative, environmental, etc. 
circumstances made it impossible to carry out this dredging, which is currently in the study phase.

So, taking into account the real conditions of  navigation in that area, DIRECTEMAR (General Directorate of  
Maritime Territory and Merchant Marine) through DIRSOMAR (Directorate of  Security and Maritime Operations) 
chose to improve the aids to navigation of  that crossing, that was the reason why they decided to tender in September 
2018 a navigation improvement system within the Fénix Project (this project implies the renewal of  80% of  the 
maritime signaling devices, lighthouses, beacons and buoys in a 10-year term). Mediterráneo Signals Marítimas was the 
successful tenderer and this was where this adventure began.

The improvement consisted, first of  all, in the collection of  fundamental hydro-meteorological data through a 
current meter and a weather station. Secondly, the different users of  the same scenario were taken into account. 
Therefore, all this information is transmitted through AIS message no. 8, through a satellite modem to the control 
center (Message no. 6, 8 and 21 at 4-hour intervals and emergency message no. 21 at 1-hour intervals) via radio phone 
for vessels that do not have AIS every 3 minutes.
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The information sent by satellite is also received by the SHOA (Hydrographic and Oceanographic Service of  the 
Navy) thus constituting a history of  real measurements that will allow the necessary predictions and studies to be 
carried out, such as the tide tables for next year.

Below we include a summary table, which will come into detail afterwards:

The project is the demonstration of  what an aid to navigation 
should be: acquisition of  all the necessary and available data, its broadcast 
to all possible users and use of  all available means of  transmission.

DESCRIPTION

The system has the ability to measure the current that flows through the 
narrow, the swell, the temperature, the wind, the atmospheric pressure and 
the humidity present in the area.

The system can integrate meteorological and hydrological data. For the 
mentioned data broadcasting, we must add all the parameters associated 
with the general operation of the system.

The information collected is broadcast via AIS and via radio on the VHF 
band.

The system transmits all data through a satellite link, including meteorologi-
cal, hydrological, operational data and the AIS traffic of the area.

The system stores the information on a server owned by the DGTM, and 
also displays this information on screens thanks to a software specially 
developed for this. 

The power system consists of a non-conventional renewable energy system 
made up of solar panels, a solar regulator and batteries that provide a total 
autonomy of two months.

A modular fiberglass tower works as a structural support for the system, 
housing and protecting the equipment from environmental conditions.

DATA ACQUISITION

DATA INTEGRATION IN 
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Isla Merino BEFORE the installation

Isla Merino AFTER the installation

More than 20 naval servers participated in the installation, led by Lieutenant Commander Litoral Andrés González, 
as general planner in the different stages and tasks to be executed, and by Sub-officer Lighthouse Mechanic Electronic 
Telecommunications, Claudio Tapia Simon, who led the works carried out on Merino Island. This operation included 
specialized staff from the Navy’s Hydrographic and Oceanographic Service (SHOA), Divers from the Punta Arenas Naval 
Base, staff from the Punta Arenas Maritime Signaling Zonal Center, and staff from the Navy’s Maritime Operations and 
Security Directorate and staff of  our company MSM.

It should be highlighted the extreme conditions in which the devices that make up the system were installed, they were 18 
days of  hard work to assembly, implement and integrate the equipment.
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Another fact to take into account in the history of  the area is that the existing visual aids to navigation were 
blind leading signs located at the most critical points of  the Kirke narrows.

Although the first step was the diffusion of  hydro-meteorological information, later the DGTM tendered a Oscillating sectors 
leading light in order to strengthen the efficiency and safety of  maritime navigation in the area, of  which we were awarded.

The installation of  our MEL 500-OSC Oscillating Sectors Leading Light (*) allows navigators to have the exact visual 
information at any time, coming into view the heading by bow they must take in order to enter the Kirke Angostura from east 
to west.

We would like to emphasize that the Port Entry Light (PEL) model MEL 500L-OSC is a sector leading light of  maximum 
definition between its sectors, composed of  an LED light source, capable of  providing a daytime range of  up to 5 nm and a 
nominal night range of  23 nm. 

PEAK INTENSITIES (0.74)

320,000 Cd

114,500 Cd

195,000 Cd

WHITE

GREEN

RED

(*) Mediterráneo Señales Marítimas, 
S.L. is an IALA industrial member. 
Our products are designed and ma-
nufactured according to the IALA 
Recommendations and Guidelines.



The lights with the system of  oscillating sectors perform a “sweep” of  the area to be marked by means of  a sinusoidal 
oscillation of  its 3 sectors along the horizontal plane.

The main advantage of  this beacon is its high precision between the limits of  its color sectors (<0.05 °).

In this way, the 3 emitted sectors become 7 different observed sectors.

This type of  signal it is very intuitive and logic for the user. This way, we can obtain a “progressive“ and much more 
accurate information of  our position in the channel. 

The sector light (PEL) of  Mediterráneo Señales Marítimas uses a non-conventional renewable energy system (ERNC), which 
works in OFF GRID mode, considering solar panels (energy capture) and battery banks (energy storage), in attention to the 
fact that currently the Kirke channel can be navigated exclusively during daytime conditions and in the slack tide. In this 
sense, MSM considered the dimensioning of  the energy source for two months, in case of  solar panel failures or times of  low 
solar radiation.

Thus, the MSM MEL 500L-OSC has a programming system that allows the equipment to be activated only during the 
periods of  slack tide, according to the mathematical modeling of  the SHOA tables (5). This system obtains the information 
from a database in Excel Table format, where the following data is entered:

Power On date and time
Power Off date and time

These data are based on SHOA Publications No. 3015 “Tables of  Tidal Currents of  the Coast of  Chile”.

The MEL500-OSC operating schedule is configured at times of  slack tide, being in the words of  our client 
Directemar: “a great support for sailors in making decisions to face the narrows, keeping the ship in safe waters all the time”.

FIR
Destellos aislados

ROJO
SINGLE FLASH RED

ÉCLATS ISOLÉS ROUGE

R
Luz fija 
ROJO

FIXED LIGHT RED
FEU FIXE ROUGE

W
Luz fija 
BLANCO

FIXED LIGHT WHITE
FEU FIXE BLANC

W
Luz fija 
VERDE

FIXED LIGHT GREEN
FEU FIXE VERT

FIG
Destellos aislados 

VERDE
SINGLE FLASH GREEN

ÉCLATS ISOLÉS
VERT

Alt R/W
Destellos alternos 
ROJO/BLANCO

ALTERNATING FLASHES
RED/WHITE

ÉCLATS ALTERNÉS
ROUGE/BLANC

Alt G/W
Destellos alternos 
VERDE/BLANCO

ALTERNATING FLASHES 
GREEN/WHITE
ÉCLATS ALTERNÉS
VERTE/BLANC
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In February 2020, with the presence of  CA LT Eric Solar Olavarría (Director of  Safety and Maritime Operations), CF LT 
Jaime Gatica (Head of  the Maritime Signaling Service), CC LT Andrés González (Head of  the Punta Arenas Zonal Center 
and specialized staff in maritime signaling subordinated to the Maritime Government of  Punta Arenas and LSG Punta 
Arenas), our CEO and Director of  Optics Fernando Romero and our Director of  Business Development Mónica Herrero, 
participated in the supervision and start-up of  the Oscillating Sectors Leading Light MEL 500-OSC.

These two phases of  the project have been carried out in close collaboration with specialized staff in Maritime Signaling 
from Directemar, both from the Punta Arenas Zonal Center, and from Valparaíso, to whom we are enormously grateful for 
their work and predisposition to achieve the best solution. It is a privilege to count on committed “lighthouse keepers” and 
experts ready to achieve a crossing through the narrow of  Kirke more reliable and safer for navigation.

The best reward has been the comments and opinions of  all the users, who have verified since its installation how the 
crossing through the Angostura del Kirke is now safer.

For MSM, it has been an honor to participate, manufacture, install and supervise the integrations of  the Angostura del 
Kirke, since it is the best example of  the objective we are focused on our field: aids to navigation, for a more reliable, 
sustainable and safer navigation.



Mediterráneo Señales Marítimas, S.L. 

 +34 96 276 10 22

msm@mesemar.com

www.mesemar.com
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